Your Assignment:
Drawing on your knowledge of marketing, your task is to create a mock-up of a print ad that
markets a product to a segment of society that is not normally the target market of the product.
The Challenge is to somehow find a way to market the idea so that people WANT and are
CONVINCED that they need the product you are selling.
For example, you might market adult diapers to teens “on the go”. Remember, be CREATIVE,
but always appropriate. Ads have to follow rules too.
Ad Mock-Up (70 marks)
Your ad should be on an 11”x17” sheet (or two regular 11x8.5” pages). The image should be
fully finished (coloured) and as professionally presented as possible. An image and text (copy)
should be used to promote your product. You may print out text you wish to use. Avoid bubble
lettering or hand-drawn lettering.
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Questions (30 marks)
Please answer these questions in full sentence and paragraph form and include them with your
assignment.
1. Include an example of how this product is currently being marketed. Provide evidence that
identifies the target market of the product using at least two examples from the ad. (3 marks)
2. What is the existing “Big Idea” currently used to market the product (Give at least two
examples of evidence to support your statement)? (3 marks)
3. How has the existing ad established Emotional Appeal with the target market (8 elements)? (8
marks)
4. In regards to YOUR AD, how is the product being marketed in a way that is unusual for the
regular target market of the product? (2 marks)
5. What have you done to change the focus of your ad to appeal to your new target market (give
at least 2 elements that would appeal to your new target market)? (2 marks)
6, Which Psychographic groups are you targeting with your ad campaign? What characteristics
are you appealing to? (2 marks)
7. What is your marketing campaign’s “Big Idea?” How does this “Big Idea” appeal to your
target market? (2 marks)
8. How are you establishing Emotional Appeal with your ad (8 elements)? (8 marks)

